Abstract. Digital libraries offer a vast source of very different information. To enable users to fruitfully browse through a collection of documents without necessarily having to state a complex query, advanced retrieval techniques have to be developed. Those methods have to be able to structure information in a semantic manner. This work presents some first steps in semantically organizing thematically pre-selected documents of a digital library. The semantic structure of the document collection will be expressively visualized by the proposed system. We illustrate our ideas using a database of medical abstracts from the field of oncology as a walking example.
Introduction
The success of digital libraries does not only depend on the provision of a large amount of heterogeneous information. It is also necessary to offer expressive and intuitive interfaces for searching documents. In some domains, such as medicine, the user is interested in finding information where the relevance of documents cannot be measured superficially by using key word systems. Rather relevance has to be estimated on a deeper knowledge level. Furthermore, if an information need can -for some reason -hardly be formulated using key words it should be possible to 'explore' the collection by browsing through the stored items. The goal of this work-in-progress is to provide an interface to document collections which offers a semantically structured map of documents, enabling easy and intuitive access to the content of digital libraries. There are two basic demands to be addressed: applying semantic criteria for assessing inter-document similarity as well as structuring the collection and visualizing the result.
Relating to the first demand, conventional retrieval systems use syntactic techniques based on some sort of lexical matching rather than applying background knowledge from the field of interest. The vector space model [18, 21] , which is one of the best-known retrieval models, compares term vectors according to their similarity, e.g. by applying a cosine measure. The term vectors consist of real-valued components describing the weight of the corresponding terms of the indexing vocabulary.
Although this model achieves a quite acceptable retrieval quality for some applications it lacks semantic justification. An attempt to alleviate this shortcoming was made in [7] , where 'latent semantic indexing' is introduced. This approach considers the correlation structure of terms and documents in order to obtain a more reliable indexing of documents. 'Latent semantic indexing' offers an improvement in the general setting but is not sufficient to allow for modeling of deeper semantic contexts which play a role in special purpose collections. The same holds for thesaurus based approaches as described in [5] .
In the context of more specialized document collections elaborated knowledgebased approaches become important. Two examples of works concerning very domain specific methods of semantic retrieval are [4] , where a system for searching in usenet newsgroup files is introduced and discussed, and [9] , a work dealing with semantic software retrieval. Broader approaches of semantic information retrieval models are based on terminological (or description) logics [16, 22] . These works allow the definition of concepts and relationships between concepts in order to express background knowledge and thus to incorporate explicit semantics into information retrieval. In this work we will use a multi-valued terminological logic developed by the authors in order to take linguistic vagueness, inherent in the medical terminology, into account and to support the concept of similarity in an adequate way.
The second field of works deals with structuring a document collection and visualizing the result. Here the main idea is to detect document clusters where the objects (documents) within the clusters are very similar regarding a certain measure of similarity. The basis for this approach is the cluster hypothesis by van Rijsbergen [19] which states that 'closely associated documents tend to be relevant to the same requests'.
An alternative way of accessing documents based on clustering is proposed in [6] . The main idea of this so-called scatter/gather browsing is to provide an iteration of two steps for browsing through a document collection. In a first step documents are grouped according to dominant key words (scatter phase). The user then can chose interesting groups which are combined afterwards (gather phase). These phases are repeated until the user switches to a focussed search. Scatter/gather allows a dynamic structuring but the criteria for grouping the documents are very superficial. Furthermore, there is no intuitive representation of the documents' relationships. In [1] a combination of document clustering and visualization is proposed which aims at a better identification of relevant documents in query result sets. The basis for this approach is the vector space model. Using the cosine measure the similarity of all pairs of documents from the top ranking list of the result set is calculated. This relationship is then visualized in a 2D or 3D-space. Another very promising work is [15] which uses a self-organizing feature map (SOFM) [12] in order to generate a map of documents where documents dealing with similar topics are located near each other. Unfortunately, again the similarity is measured using statistical information. In this case short word contexts are used. For gaining a deeper, semantic comparison this approach is not suitable.
Our idea is now to combine some of our works in order to overcome the limitations discussed in this section. Besides using a multi-valued description logic as mentioned above we apply a visualization technique for interpreting SOFMs. The former was exemplarily used for representing vague medical knowledge, the latter for data min-ing purposes, i.e. visual clustering of numerical feature patterns and the extraction of fuzzy terms which describe the clusters discovered. In this work we extend our methods for the purpose of semantic structuring of document databases. We show that an interaction of the adapted components will result in a powerful new approach in the field of semantic information structuring. Beyond this, we gain a new view on the techniques involved which finally shows how completely different approaches can work together synergetically.
A Semantic Map of a Document Collection -An Overview

Accessing a Semantic Map of Documents -The System's Interface
The following scenario will illustrate our idea of a semantic retrieval system with an interactive user interface for structuring complex information. One of the user groups drawing a remarkable effort from information provided by well-organized libraries is the one of medical scientists. Consider a specialist in the field of oncology who contacts a digital library. A section of this document collection could contain document abstracts, e.g. from a journal (a real world example for a database containing medical document abstracts is given by the Journal of Clinical Oncology 1 ). The physician is interested in the immediate finding of articles where relevance is defined by the semantic similarity to some kind of prototype abstract delivered by the specialist.
A well equipped and powerful system should be able to compare the content of the abstracts regarding their semantics, i.e. it should compute a degree of similarity based on background knowledge rather than on simple heuristics. Since a huge number of general knowledge about the domain is necessary, e.g. knowledge about taxonomies, the use of knowledge based procedures becomes important to overcome the limitations of simple syntactic comparison. Given a degree of similarity which the input prototype abstract shares with each document from the database under consideration there are two ways of accessing relevant documents: A simple approach is to compute a ranking of all abstracts corresponding to the given one. One disadvantage of this procedure is that the specialist does not receive any information about the degree of similarity that two other abstracts have. Only the input abstract is compared with all others.
A more expressive approach is to visualize the similarity of all pairs of abstracts. The proposed system generates a map where each abstract from the database is represented as a point and semantically similar abstracts are grouped as neighbored points. This leads to clusters in an image. By clicking on a point which represents an abstract the expert now directly receives the corresponding object. For example, see figure 1 which shows a "map of abstracts": The dark borders separate fields of similar abstracts. The brighter the borders are the more similar the fields of abstracts are.
Starting point for navigating through the library's content can be a prototype abstract fed into the system. The input abstract will be associated with a certain point in the map (marked by a circle in figure 1 ). The corresponding area of objects contains related documents. It is now possible to browse through the relevant part of the collection separated by the borders in order to find similar abstracts. Future works include the generation of expressive field descriptions as an alternative anchor for searching.
Fig. 1. Selecting abstracts from a map
Realizing a Semantic Map of Documents -The System's Components
This section presents our suggestion for the overall structure of the proposed system (see figure 2) . In order to receive a powerful and close-to-reality way of calculating the resemblance of abstracts, a knowledge representation system based on many-valued logic can be applied which we have introduced in [26] . Here the structure and rough interaction of all components of the system will be presented. The following sections will describe the single steps more detailed.
First, the system receives the different abstracts, which are indexed using a knowledge representation language for vague concepts. As we have pointed out in [2] the abstracts can be processed using natural language processing in combination with some knowledge bases. A system that automatically translates medical findings into the formal representation used in this paper is presented in our work [27] . The abstracts will be enriched with semantic information from the knowledge bases, e.g. information about class membership regarding terms defined in a concept base.
The next step includes the similarity calculation between each pair of abstracts. Therefore, some measure of similarity has to be applied giving information about the relevance of statements that are equal or unequal to some degree or even not comparable. The measure uses information provided by the knowledge bases. This results field of abstracts dealing with similar topics input: prototype abstract map of abstracts chosen abstract in a similarity matrix where the overall similarity of each pair of abstracts is calculated.
The resulting matrix of similarity degrees is not intuitively comprehensive and therefore cannot serve as an adequate user interface. At this point, the application of clustering methods should help to divide similar from more different abstracts. The calculated clusters can be visualized using a visualization technique presented in our work [24] . This technique is based on Kohonen's self-organizing feature maps (SOFM) [12] . Clustering methods need a vector of features for each object (object vectors) to find clusters of similar objects. Surprisingly, the similarity matrix itself is unfit to serve as these vectors since it is highly redundant and its dimensionality (i.e. the number of it's rows and columns) grows linearly with the number of abstracts compared. Therefore, we first arrange all the objects in an m-dimensional space where m is chosen to gain maximum benefit for the clustering method. The coordinate vector of each object in this space is then taken as object vector (i.e. each dimension of the space represents one virtual feature) and fed into the clustering algorithm.
Now the clustering task is solved with the help of the SOFM neural network and the received map can be visualized. The advantage of this approach is the delivery of an interactive selection of abstracts by choosing points in the visualization. This is a very intuitive way to provide an intelligent access to the abstracts. Within the next two sections the components for the proposed system will be discussed in more detail. Section 3 deals with issues regarding the semantic representation and comparison of medical document abstracts. Section 4 presents methods for structuring and visualizing the documents' space. We conclude this paper by summing up the results and pointing to some topics of our ongoing research. 
3Ã Comparing Abstracts Using Background Knowledge
In this section we discuss the steps for gaining an expressive semantic representation of medical document abstracts and for assessing their similarity. Firstly, we present our approach for describing the documents. This description has to be powerful enough to serve as a basis for a knowledge based comparison of documents. After that we sketch the process of indexing which requires some natural language processing. Finally, we introduce a knowledge based measure of similarity for comparing the indexed documents. The result of the last step is a similarity matrix which serves as the basis for structuring the abstract collection. Due to the scope of this paper the basic ideas of the methods are presented. For a deeper discussion we refer to further literature on the topics.
Representing Medical Abstracts
Finding information in texts, such as medical abstracts, is a major field of research in information retrieval. Because of the variety of possibilities to express the same meaning with different lexical and syntactical phrasing, the problem of how to represent a text has been studied intensively and still is under examination. There are different approaches to achieve an improvement of the recall associated with a query. Besides text searching systems, reaching from simple methods which use stop word elimination to improve searching efficiency up to sophisticated methods of computer linguistics, one can find various documentation languages. These serve as meta-formalisms which describe the semantics of texts. Classification and thesauri, as described in [3] , are frequently used standard methods. The former assign texts to classes, the latter handle synonyms and relations between concepts. Such methods are useful for indexing texts, but, nevertheless, are not powerful enough to be used for comparing texts on a semantic level.
To improve the performance of text classification systems, knowledge representation systems can be of use. Terminological knowledge representation systems [17] are very expressive and semantically sound. They offer an excellent basis for comparing texts merely in an knowledge based manner, rather than applying pure heuristics. This section shows how these formalisms can serve to do well-founded comparisons in order to measure the similarity of texts.
Disciplines like medicine are characterised by a certain "vague" notion, which means that medical facts can only be expressed insufficiently using a crisp logical representation. This implies that classical description logic based systems are not suitable for this kind of knowledge. There are only a few approaches dealing with representation of vague knowledge. In [30] a term subsumption language is extended using concepts of many-valued logic. Another well-elaborated approach is [25] . In the context of vagueness inherent to medical terminology both works are not sufficiently expressive. The first uses multi-valued predicates only on the level of atomic concepts, the second lacks the possibility to express linguistic hedges [32] .
In our work [26] basic concepts of a more expressive representation language and fundamental patterns of reasoning for vague concepts are introduced. The proposed system is a terminological one, which means that it consists of a formalism called TBox for defining concept knowledge, and a language for filling the concepts and their relations with real world objects. The latter formalism is an assertional component called ABox. Table 1 shows an extract of the formal syntax and semantics of the TBox formalism. The notion of classical hybrid systems is extended by the introduction of the so-called VBox which serves to define vague attribute values. Those attributes are represented as fuzzy sets [31] on a concrete domain. The concept operator ¬ calculates the negation of a concept. We use the Lukasciewicz negation :
The concept operator (ï) combines a finite number of concepts C 1 , ..., C n using a T-norm τ (co-T-norm σ):
restrict (CON,F 1 ) Restriction of possible attribute values of a feature connection CON to the attribute value F 1 . CON(d) denotes the feature value of d assigned by the feature connection CON:
The language proposed in the cited work can be used for indexing medical abstracts. 
Fig. 3. Visualization of vague features
The two sentences can now be represented as follows. The fundamental conceptual knowledge has to be defined in the TBox, which contains at least the following concept and role definitions and feature connections:
•Ã Primitive concepts "HUMAN" and "RISK" have to be introduced. Furthermore, the concept "LYMPHOGRANULOMATOSIS" as a sub-concept of "CANCER" and "DISEASE" must be defined.
•Ã Necessary roles to be defined include SURVIVES Some vague features defined in the VBox are shown graphically in figure 3 . Medical abstracts can be seen as concrete knowledge about objects of the real world and are thus represented in terms of an ABox as demonstrated in table 2. To summarize, we use a terminological knowledge representation system which enables vague concept interpretations, allows relationships with uncertain structure between concepts and introduces vague features. The background knowledge is implemented using the language provided by the TBox for concepts -which may be defined as vague ones (see section 3.3) -and the VBox for vague features, respectively. The ABox formalism is used for indexing the abstracts. 
3.2Ã Indexing Medical Abstracts
One key problem is how to extract relevant information (concepts and instances) from a textual source, in this case medical abstracts that are written down in medical terminology. Overall, this problem belongs to the complex domain of natural language processing (NLP). An interesting idea of how to connect knowledge representation with language processing is originated by [29] and adapted for our approach.
In [27] , we have presented a medical terminus parser, i.e. a parser which copes with specific characteristics of the medical terminology (medical findings in the example used in the cited paper). This special NLP method is characterized by hÃ hÃrÃrvtuÃphvtÃrhvpÃprÃvrhqÃsÃhÃrÃryhihrqÃhpvp prÃ UurÃ vÃ vÃ rÃ srÃ hrqÃ vÃ ryrthÃ yrÃ rrprÃ hq urrsrÃvÃÃiwrpÃÃprvhyÃhpvpÃyrÃsÃryyÃsrqÃrrv iÃ urÃrrqÃsÃryhihrqÃrpvhyÃqhvÃxyrqtrÃvuvÃhÃvtÃxyrqtr ihr During the process of verifying the syntax, a rule of the underlying grammar is applied if both the syntax is accurate and there is a semantic correlation to corresponding knowledge in a knowledge base. In the case of medical findings the telegram style does not allow a complete verification of the syntax. Nevertheless, the idea to couple syntax and semantic analysis remains fruitful. In the processing of medical document abstracts analyzing the syntax serves as a stronger filtering mechanism.
A further problem addresses the intensive use of vague linguistic notions in medical terminology. It is plausible to use our special knowledge representation formalism to handle this kind of vague knowledge. UurÃ hhyvÃ sÃ rqvphyÃ rÃ vÃ qrÃ i vtÃurÃ shyvÃhÃ syy)Ã HrqvphyÃ hrrÃ sÃ hÃhihpÃ hrÃ hyhrqÃ v 67ÃiwrpÃvuvÃhÃ prÃ sÃrqvphyÃ rvytÃ prvtÃ AÃ rhyr qrpvvÃyvxrÃµyvtuÃrythvÃsÃurÃyvr ¶ÃhrÃhsrqÃvÃhÃ67Ãvhpr sÃ urÃ trrhyÃ pprÃ liverÃ prprqÃ vuÃ urÃ prqvtÃ qvsvrqÃ srhr 6/,*+7(/21*$7,21Ã urrÃ 6/,*+7Ã vÃ qrsvrqÃ vÃ urÃ W7Ã 9rhvyÃ sÃ urÃ hyvrq rqvphyÃrvÃhrÃhrÃtvrÃvÃb!&d
3.3Ã A Knowledge-based Measure of Similarity
Now the degree of similarity of the two ABoxes can be computed by comparing the features connected with a concept c and the matching roles in each box. First of all, we describe the major steps to compare single constructs from each ABox. Then a measure for computing the degree of similarity of the two ABoxes, representing the abstracts, will be presented briefly. This measure delivers the values for the necessary similarity matrix.
Vague features, represented as fuzzy sets, can be compared using a reciprocal fuzzy measure of inclusion, such as
for arbitrary fuzzy sets A and B, defined on universe U. The measure of equality of two vague attributes F 1 and F 2 may then be defined as
where et f denotes a fuzzy conjunction. The choice of this measure is not compelling, other measures of equality based on fuzzy connectives can be used. Which of these are suitable in a concrete modelling task cannot be decided a priori. Figure 4 illustrates two fuzzy sets representing vague features which share some objects to a certain degree and therefore can be regarded as similar to a certain degree. Note that besides comparing attributes, i.e. vague features, and roles it is possible to measure the similarity of concepts itself. Using the definition of concepts from the knowledge base the subsumption relations of the conceptual knowledge can be computed which will produce a "vague" subsumption network with the edges between concepts being weighted to their degree of similarity (cf. [26] ). Concepts, e.g. lymphoma (tumour attacking the lymph gland), can be described by introducing their specific (possibly vague) characteristics. Thus, lymphoma could be characterised by their degree of malignity and histological and cytological criteria. A simple definition of the concept "tumour" could be given as follows: tumour := lump restrict (degree_of_malignity, high). 
This leads to a point where certain concepts are recognized as more similar than others. Figure 5 visualizes the numerical similarity value between different concepts. Note, that the semantics underlying this hierarchy are in some way different from networks displaying an 'is-a' hierarchy. respectively. The degree of similarity of A i and A 2 , i.e. the similarity of the related abstracts, is defined as
By applying this procedure to every pair of abstracts, we obtain a similarity matrix for the abstracts in the database. The advantage of this knowledge based comparison is that the resulting degree of similarity is more comprehensible for the user than a pure heuristic measure can ever be. There are several approaches, cf. [10] , which use semantic networks as a basis for comparison. Although the loss of the ability to compare concepts in a semantic way is a drawback, the basic concepts proposed here can be combined with those heuristic methods working on semantic networks. Thus, an expressive measure of similarity can be achieved which can now directly be used to calculate a matrix of similarity as a basis for clustering the documents regarding to their semantic resemblance. This matrix represents the overall similarity of each pair of documents abstracts. 
4Ã Structuring and Visualizing a Collection of Documents
Up to this point we have computed a similarity matrix on the basis of a knowledge based measure of similarity. The next step is constructing a virtual multi-dimensional feature space in which representatives for document abstracts are placed according to the similarity information in the matrix. A cluster analysis detects the structure of this space and reduces its dimension. Finally, the resulting structure information will be visualized.
Generating a Virtual Space of Document Abstracts
We use an unsupervised learning algorithm for detecting clusters in the feature space, realized by a self-organizing feature map (SOFM). This model of a neural network offers three advantages in order to achieve our goal of an interactive retrieval interface: First of all, SOFMs map high dimensional feature vectors into a two dimensional grid structure, preserving most topological information. This means that all vectors in the grid are ordered according to their similarity in the feature space. Second, the model's ability of generalizing the input patterns enables the association of a priori unknown vectors in a useful manner. This characteristic enables the retrieval of relevant abstracts using a prototype document as described in section 2.1. The third reason for choosing the SOFM model is that it serves as the basis for our powerful visualization technique which leads to the proposed interactive interface. As discussed in section 2.2 the matrix of similarity values is no suitable input for the clustering method due to its high dimensionality and redundancy. The solution is to transform the matrix in an m-dimensional feature space which is done by using a modified version of the 'FastMap' algorithm [8] . In [2] we have described this step more detailed. The result of the transforming process is an m-dimensional Euclidean space containing document abstract representatives (figure 6), which are called object vectors in the following. The distance of each pair of 'abstracts' is the reciprocal measure of similarity, i.e. distance ij =(1/similarity ij )-1 for abstract representatives A i and A j . 
Mapping the Virtual Space of Document Abstracts into two Dimensions
In the previous section we have discussed the possibility to represent each abstract by an m-dimensional object vector. Now, our visualization technique [24] will be introduced based on Kohonen's SOFM. This technique enables the grouping of similar abstracts and furthermore provides a simple access for selecting abstracts. The idea is that the SOFM orders the object vectors. Hence, the abstracts are ordered in such a way, that similar object vectors lie near each other in a two dimensional grid. Then, our visualization technique shows borders between them if they form clusters in the input space (cf. figure 1) . Before explaining our method in more detail, we briefly present the idea of Kohonen in order to provide a general understanding of the concept of self-organizing feature maps.
SOFM maps a set of object vectors from the space IR m to a two dimensional grid structure of units without losing too much topological information. The mapping is thereby realized by an unsupervised learning algorithm. There are no connections between the single units in the grid. But the object vectors x are handed over directly to every unit. Therefore, each unit i at the position (i 1 ,i 2 ) in the grid contains m weighted connections to the m components of the object vectors and receives an mdimensional weight vector m i that describes the strength of these connections. Depending on an object vector x and m i, each unit i calculates an output η i (x, m i ). The output function η defines a distance measure between x and m i -for example the Euclidian distance. During the learning process, a single unit will be determined for each object vector x at each time, where the unit's vector m is most similar to x. Such a unit is called the cluster center of the considered object vector. The major advantage of the SOFM is gained by the observation that after the learning process the relative positions of different cluster centers towards each other in the grid show the similarity between corresponding object vectors. Furthermore, the positions of all vectors m i are ordered in the grid according to their similarity. Therefore we can expect that the cluster centers are arranged in the same regions of the grid, if the corresponding object vectors form clusters in the input space. But without knowledge about cluster membership of the object vectors, it is difficult to identify those regions in the grid. This problem will be solved in the following section.
Visualizing the Structure of the Abstracts' Space
We have developed a graphical method which directly uses the properties discussed above in order to solve the described problem. This is done by calculating a value for each grid point (i 1 , i 2 ) which exhibits the greatest similarity of the vector m i of unit i and all object vectors x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n according to
Thus, we gain a matrix P. We can use this matrix to visualize the clusters in the input space by determining for each value in P a gray level or a color, e.g. through a linear function that maps the minimum value to white and the maximum value to (4) black. In such a display of the matrix P, it is possible to detect regions in the SOFM that are separated by large numbers in P and correspond to clusters in the input space.
This interpretation seems to be evident, if we consider that the density of the vectors m i of a trained SOFM reflects the density of the object vectors used for training according to theoretical studies described in [20] and [13] , for example. Following this assumption, the vectors m i in each of the separated regions will be close to each other. In contrast, the empty space between clusters in the Euclidian input space representing the ''virtual'' space of abstracts will only be represented by few vectors m i in the SOFM. Reconsidering the way the matrix P is calculated, it is obvious that these few vectors are finally responsible for the formation of the dark boundaries in the graphical display of P. Thus, the cluster structure in the set of object vectors can be visualized.
Similar graphical approaches [11, 14, 28] which use the SOFM for clustering as well, display the distances between the weight vectors m i of neighboring units. For example, this can be done by calculating the distance between each pair of vectors m i and m j , if their corresponding units i and j are adjacent in the two dimensional grid structure of the SOFM. The average of all distance values computed for a single unit could be assigned to the unit under consideration in order to determine a gray level or a color to be displayed similar to the P-matrix display described above. The graphical display received in this way is comparable to the one gained by the P-matrix, if most of the weight vectors m i are very similar or almost equal to the object vectors. In contrast, P still provides good results, if the vectors m i are uniformly distributed in those subspaces of the input space which correspond to the clusters to be discovered. In [23] this property is used for an automated extraction of fuzzy terms in order to describe the discovered clusters. Here we need this quality to gain a maximum benefit from the SOFM's generalization ability when mapping prototype abstracts onto our 'map of abstracts'.
To summarize this section, the SOFM in conjunction with our visualization technique allows us to determine clusters of object vectors and, hence, clusters of abstracts in a graphical way. Furthermore, we can select abstracts by clicking on a single point in the visualization, i.e. on a P-matrix position, since each position corresponds to an object vector according to the calculation of P and the fact that each object vector represents an abstract. We have already shown this idea in an exemplary fashion in illustration 1.
Conclusion
The idea of this paper was to present a new approach in semantic organizing and visual querying of document bases. As an example we used medical document abstracts, but the methods proposed here are not limited to this special kind of documents. By combining semantics and clustering of document collections we try to achieve a powerful interface for interactively browsing through specialized branches of digital libraries. For this, we have extended and adapted some of our works from the fields of knowledge representation and data mining and combined them in order to gain synergy effects. Furthermore, this study irradiates our preceding works in a new light.
This approach offers a very powerful way of evaluating the relevance of documents regarding a prototype document. The evaluation process bases on semantic techniques of comparison rather than on simple heuristics and is suitable for special purpose databases. The query interface proposed here is a graphical one, i.e. users can choose documents by clicking on representatives in an intuitively structured 'map of documents'. Future works include the generation of expressive logical field descriptions, characterizing the content of a field in the visualized map of documents. These descriptions can then serve as 'labels' for each area of interest and, furthermore, they offer a basis for key word search to allocate certain fields of documents. The key word search should be supported using information provided by the knowledge base.
The presented idea is a starting point in building a system for semantic information structuring. The different components were introduced, their characteristics were pointed out and their cooperation was sketched. We believe that these ideas are some first steps in solving the problem of semantic structuring and visual querying of document collections and will be of a high value for working with digital libraries.
